1. Introduction. By the IJ-moment °f a set °f points Ci, C2, ---, c m , (m>l) , with respect to a particular c q we mean the product of the m -1 distances from c q to the other c's. The object of the present note is to prove the following proposition: This theorem is obviously a special case of the following more general theorem : 
for all values of i.
2. An Outline of the Procedure. An algebraic proof of the existence of the desired solutions of (1) seems to be difficult, so we prefer to use the method of successive approximations. The formal details of our procedure are a little tedious, but the underlying idea is relatively simple, namely: Since S is small, the point bi will be much closer to a % then to any of the other a's or b's. Thus, if bi is shifted slightly, the quantity D iti will change relatively much more than any of the other distances. This has the effect of making the product, JJ, in (1) approximately a [December, function of one variable D^ only. As a first approximation we therefore assume that Di^ -dij for i^j, and calculate Di t i so that the product JJ will equal S. This will determine new distances Di t j, ir^jy slightly different from dij, which one may use as a second approximation for the calculation of D iti \ and so on. It is intuitively evident that the process will be a convergent one. We now proceed to the details.
3. Proof of Theorem 2. We are going to prove the theorem for the particular value
Put Dff^dij for iyéj, and let Dff be a set of numbers satisfying the relations
Here IJ/*) is a symbol indicating a product to be taken over all values of j with the exception of the value j = i, which is to be omitted. Denote by bi (k) the point on r t -at distance D$ from a». Let D$ be the distance from ai to b 3 xk) . The quantities Dff and bi (k) are thus uniquely defined by recurrence. We first show that the points &/*> have for each j a unique limiting point as k-•> oo. Set
It will then be sufficient to prove that
, since the right-hand member is the feth term of a convergent geometric series. We proceed to prove (3) by induction. Put 
where the C's are binomial coefficients; and 
OK-
< » 2 J £> , so that (3) is true when k-\x. The induction is thus complete and (3) is proved, and the points bf k) have a unique limit point. Now take the points b 3 -of Theorem II as the limiting points of &/*>. Let 1. Introduction. It is a well known fact that all planes which meet four general lines of S 4 * are met by a fifth line. The remarkable configuration determined by five such "associated lines" is discussed in a number of places in the literature, f In the present paper an involutorial line transformation suggested by the figure of five associated lines is discussed, both as a line involution in S 4 , and as a point involution on a certain F 6 5 in 5*9. In § §2-6 the involution is treated at some length by purely synthetic methods. The final section ( §7) contains a brief analytic treatment, including the equations of the involution, and the equations of the invariant and singular elements. The involu-* We shall use the conventional symbol S m to indicate a linear space of dimension m. A variety of order r and of dimension m we shall designate by the symbol V m r . t Welchman, W. G., Plane congruences of the second order in space of f our dimensions and fifth incidence theorems, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. 28 (1931 Society, vol. 28 ( -1932 Baker, H. F., On a proof of the theorem of a double six of lines by projection from four dimensions, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. 20 (1920 Society, vol. 20 ( -1921 Baker, H. F., Principles of Geometry, Cambridge University Press, 1925, vol. IV, Chapter V,
